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Abstract—Spectral variability in hyperspectral images can
result from factors including environmental, illumination, at-
mospheric and temporal changes. Its occurrence may lead to
the propagation of significant estimation errors in the unmixing
process. To address this issue, extended linear mixing models
have been proposed which lead to large scale nonsmooth ill-posed
inverse problems. Furthermore, the regularization strategies used
to obtain meaningful results have introduced interdependencies
among abundance solutions that further increase the complexity
of the resulting optimization problem. In this paper we present
a novel data dependent multiscale model for hyperspectral
unmixing accounting for spectral variability. The new method
incorporates spatial contextual information to the abundances
in the Extended Linear Mixing Model by using a multiscale
transform based on superpixels. The proposed method results in
a fast algorithm that solves the abundance problem only once
in each scale during each iteration. Simulation results using
synthetic and real images compare the performances, both in
accuracy and execution time, of the proposed algorithm and other
state-of-the-art solutions.
Index Terms—Hyperspectral data, spectral variability, spatial
regularization, multiscale, superpixels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral devices acquire hundreds of contiguous re-
flectance samples from the observed electromagnetic spectra.
This observed reflectance is often mixed at the pixel level
and requires unmixing strategies to correctly unveil important
information about the materials and their proportion in a target
scene [1]. Hyperspectral unmixing (HU) aims at decomposing
the observed reflectance in pure spectral components, i.e.,
endmembers, and their proportions [1], commonly referred as
fractional abundances. Different models and strategies have
been proposed to solve this problem [2], [3], [4]. The vast
majority of methods considers the Linear Mixing Model
(LMM) [1], which assumes that the observed reflectance
vector (i.e. a hyperspectral image pixel) can be modeled
as a convex combination of the endmembers present in the
scene. Although this assumption naturally leads to fast and
reliable unmixing strategies, the intrinsic limitation of the
LMM cannot cope with relevant nonideal effects intrinsic to
practical applications [3], [5], [6]. One such important nonideal
effect is endmember variability [4], [7].
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Endmember variability can be caused by a myriad of
factors including environmental conditions, illumination, at-
mospheric and temporal changes [4]. Its occurrence may result
in significant estimation errors being propagated throughout
the unmixing process [8]. The most common approaches
to deal with spectral variability can be divided into three
basic classes. 1) to group endmembers in variational sets, 2)
to model endmembers as statistical distributions, and 3) to
incorporate the variability in the mixing model, often using
physically motivated concepts [7]. This work follows the third
approach. Recently, [8], [9] and [10] introduced variations
of the LMM to cope with spectral variability. The Perturbed
LMM model (PLMM) [8] introduces an additive perturbation
to the endmember matrix. Such perturbation matrix then needs
to be estimated jointly with the abundances. Though the
perturbation matrix can model arbitrary endmember variations,
it lacks physical motivation. The Extended Linear Mixing
Model (ELMM) proposed in [9] increased the flexibility of the
LMM model by associating a pixel-dependent multiplicative
term to each endmember. This generalization can efficiently
model changes in the observed reflectances due to illumina-
tion, an important effect [9]. This model addresses a physi-
cally motivated problem, with the advantage of estimating a
variability parameter vector of much lower dimension when
compared with the additive perturbation matrix in PLMM.
Although the ELMM performs well in situations where spec-
tral variability is mainly caused by illumination variations, it
lacks flexibility when the endmembers are subject to more
complex spectral distortions. This motivated the use of additive
low-rank terms to the ELMM to deal with more complex
types of spectral variability [11]. However, this approach does
not provides an explicit representation for the endmembers.
In [10] a physically-motivated generalization to the ELMM
was proposed resulting in the Generalized Linear Mixing
Model (GLMM). The GLMM accounted for arbitrary spectral
variations in each endmember by allowing the multiplicative
scaling factors to vary according to the spectral bands, leading
to an increased amount of freedom when compared to the
ELMM.
Though the above described models were shown to be
capable to model endmember variability effects with good
accuracy, their use in HU leads to severely ill-posed inverse
problems, which require sound regularization strategies to
yield meaningful solutions. One way to mitigate this ill-
posedness is to explore spatial correlations found in typi-
cal abundance [12] and variability [9] maps. For instance,
spatial information has been employed both for endmember
extraction [13], [14] and for regularization in linear [15],
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2nonlinear [16], Bayesian [12], [17], [18] and sparse [19]
unmixing strategies. Total variation (TV) deserves special
mention as a spatial regularization approach that promotes
spatially piecewise homogeneous solutions without compro-
mising sharp discontinuities between neighboring pixels. This
property is important to handle the type of spatial correlation
found in many hyperspectral unmixing applications [20], [21].
Although important to mitigate the ill-posedness of the
inverse problem, the use of spatial regularization in spectral-
variability-aware HU introduces interdependencies among
abundance solutions for different image pixels. This in turn
leads to intricate, large scale and computationally demanding
optimization problems. Even though some approaches have
been investigated to accelerate the minimization of convex TV-
regularized functionals [22], [23], this is still a computationally
demanding operation which, in the context of HU, have been
primarily addressed using variable splitting (e.g. ADMM)
techniques [8], [9], [10]. Such complexity is usually incompat-
ible with recent demands for timely processing of vast amounts
of remotely sensed data required by many modern real world
applications [24], [25]. Thus, it is desirable to search for
faster and lower complexity strategies that yield comparable
unmixing performances.
Two recent works have proposed new regularization tech-
niques for ill-posed HU problems aimed at avoiding the
interdependency between pixels introduced by standard reg-
ularization methods. In [26] a low-rank tensor regularization
strategy named ULTRA was proposed for regularizing ill-
posed HU problems. Although ULTRA avoids the pixel in-
terdependency, it requires a canonical polyadic decomposition
at every algorithm iteration, which may negatively impact the
complexity of the problem for large datasets.
In [27] a multiscale spatial regularization approach was
proposed for sparse unmixing. The method uses a signal-
adaptive spatial multiscale decomposition to break the un-
mixing problem down into two simpler problems, one in an
approximation domain and another in the original domain.
The spatial contextual information is obtained by solving an
unregularized unmixing problem in the approximation domain.
This information is then mapped back to the original image
domain and used to regularize the original unmixing problem.
The multiscale approach resulted in a fast algorithm that
outperformed competing methods, both in accuracy and in
execution time, and promoted piecewise homogeneity in the
estimated abundances without compromising sharp disconti-
nuities among neighboring pixels.
Motivated by the excellent results in [27], we propose in this
paper a novel data dependent multiscale mixture model for use
in hyperspectral unmixing accounting for spectral variability of
the endmembers. The new model uses a multiscale transform
to incorporate spatial contextual information into the abun-
dances of a generic mixing model considering spectral vari-
ability. The unmixing problem is then formulated as the mini-
mization of a cost function in which a parametric endmember
model (e.g. ELMM, PLMM or GLMM) is used to constraint
and reduce the ill-posedness of the endmember estimation
problem. However, the dimensionality of this problem is still
very high since the spatial regularization ties the abundance
solutions of all pixels together. Nevertheless, under a few mild
assumptions we are able to devise a computationally efficient
solution to the abundance estimation problem that can also be
computed separately in the two domains.
The contributions of this paper include:
1) The proposal of a new regularization strategy based on
a multiscale representation of the hyperspectral images
and abundance maps. This regularization is significantly
different from and improves our previous work [27].
While in [27] the static/fixed endmember matrix for all
pixels allowed the easy separation of the abundance esti-
mation process in different domains, the same approach
is not applicable to the present case since the variability
of the endmember matrix ties the abundances in the
approximation and original image domains.
2) A new approximate multiscale decomposition of the
generic mixing model considering spectral variability.
The new decomposition leads to a separable abundance
estimation problem that allows a simple and efficient
solution without significantly sacrificing accuracy. More-
over, the solution can be determined in parallel for all
image pixels.
When compared with approaches that rely on standard
spatial regularization strategies and on variable splitting tech-
niques such as ADMM, the proposed strategy leads to a faster
iterative algorithm that at each iteration solves the abundance
problem only once in each domain. The new algorithm is
named Multiscale Unmixing Algorithm Accounting for Spec-
tral Variability (MUA-SV). Simulation results clearly show the
advantage of the proposed algorithm, both in accuracy and in
execution time, over the competing methods.
In this paper we represent scalars by lowercase italic letters,
vectors by lowercase bold letters and matrices by uppercase
bold letters. We denote the number of pixels in an image by N ,
the number of bands by L, and the number of endmembers
in the scene by P . We denote the hyperspectral image and
the abundance maps by Y ∈ RL×N and A ∈ RP×N ,
respectively, whose n-th columns are given by yn and an. The
endmember matrix for each pixel is denoted by Mn ∈ RL×P ,
and M0 ∈ RL×P represents a reference endmember matrix
extracted from the image Y . Matrix W ∈ RN×S denotes the
multiscale transformation and W ∗ ∈ RS×N its conjugate, and
subscripts C and D in variables denote their representation in
the coarse and detail spatial scales, respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews
the linear mixing models and its variants accounting for
spectral variability. In Section III, we present the proposed
multiscale formulation for the mixture model. In Section IV
we formulate the unmixing problem using the multiscale
approach. The optimization of the resulting cost function is
presented in Section V. In Section VI, we propose an approx-
imate formulation of the abundance estimation problem that
leads to a simple and efficient solution. The resulting MUA-
SV algorithm is detailed in Section VII. Simulation results
with synthetic and real data are presented in Section VIII.
Section IX presents the conclusions.
3II. LINEAR MIXING MODELS CONSIDERING SPECTRAL
VARIABILITY
The classical Linear Mixing Model (LMM) [1] assumes that
an L-band pixel yn = [yn,1, . . . , yn,L]
> is represented as
yn = Man + en, subject to 1
>an = 1 and an ≥ 0 (1)
where M ∈ RL×P is the endmember matrix whose columns
mi = [mi,1, . . . , mi,L]
> are the spectral signatures of pure
materials1, an = [an,1, . . . , an,P ]> is the abundance vector,
en ∼ N (0, σ2nI) is an additive white Gaussian noise (WGN),
and I is the identity matrix. The LMM assumes that the
endmember spectra are fixed for all pixels yn, n = 1, . . . , N ,
in the hyperspectral image. This assumption can compromise
the accuracy of estimated abundances in many circumstances
due to the spectral variability existing in a typical scene.
Recently, variations of the LMM have been proposed to cope
with the variability phenomenon [8], [9], [10], [28], [11]. This
work considers models that are linear on the abundances.
The most general form of the LMM considering spectral
variability generalizes (1) to allow a different endmember
matrix for each pixel. This results in the following observation
model for the n-th pixel
yn = Mnan + en, n = 1, . . . , N (2)
where Mn ∈ RL×P is the n-th pixel endmember matrix. This
model can also be written for all pixels as
Y =
[
M1a1, . . . ,MNaN
]
+E , (3)
where Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ] is the matrix with all observed pixels
and E = [e1, . . . , eN ] is the noise.
Different models have been recently proposed to represent
endmember variability as a parametric function of some refer-
ence endmember spectral signatures [8], [9], [10], [28]. These
models are generically denoted by
Mn = f(M0,θn) (4)
where f is a parametric function, M0 ∈ RL×P is a fixed
reference endmember matrix and θn is a vector of parameters
used to describe the endmember signatures for the n-th pixel.
Although different forms have been proposed for f , two
notable examples are given by the Perturbed Linear Mixing
Model (PLMM) [8] and the Extended Linear Mixing Model
(ELMM) [9].
The PLMM proposed in [8] models Mn as a fixed matrix
M0 plus a pixel-dependent variation matrix that can accom-
modate generic spatial variations. Mathematically,
yn =
(
M0 + dMn
)
an + en , (5)
where the parameters of this model are related to those of (4)
by θn ≡ vec(dMn), where vec(·) is the vectorization oper-
ator. This model is not physically motivated. Hence, in most
cases all elements of dMn must be included as independent
variables in the solution of the ill-posed unmixing problem,
making the inverse problem very hard to solve. This limitation
1Note that the definition of a pure material depends on convention and may
change depending on the problem.
motivated the development of simpler, physically motivated
variability models.
The ELMM is a simpler model proposed in [9]. It incorpo-
rates a multiplicative diagonal matrix to LMM, which main-
tains the directional information of the reference endmembers,
but allows them to be independently scaled. The ELMM is
expressed as
yn = M0 diag(ψn)an + en , (6)
where ψn ∈ RP is a vector containing a (positive) scaling
factor for each endmember, which is related to the param-
eters of (4) by θn ≡ ψn, and diag(x) denotes a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal elements are given by the elements
of vector x. This model is a particular case of (2) that can
model typical endmember variations, such as those caused by
illumination variability due to the topography of the scene [9].
The optimization problem that needs to be solved using
model (6) is much less ill-posed than that generated using
model (5) due to the reduced number of parameters to be
estimated. This simplicity is obtained at the price of reduced
generality.
For both the PLMM and ELMM, the problem of estimating
the fractional abundances and the spectral signatures of the
endmembers was cast as a large scale, non-convex inverse
problem, which was solved using variable splitting proce-
dures [8], [9]. The computational cost of these solutions is
very high, making them unsuited for processing large amounts
of data. Furthermore, the introduction of a priori information
about the spatial regularity of the abundance maps, which is
essential to reduce the ill-posedness of the inverse problem,
results in a optimization problem that is not separable per
pixel. This significantly increases the computational cost of
the solution. Considering this limitation of the models de-
scribed above, it is of interest to develop new mixture models
that combine the generality of the endmember variability
patterns that can be considered with the possibility of an
efficient solution of the associated inverse problem. In the next
section, we introduce a new mixture model that represents
separately the image components at different scales using
a data-dependent transformation learned from the observed
hyperspectral image Y . This new multiscale representation
can be employed to solve the unmixing problem with any
parametric model to represent spectral variability that fits the
form (4). The use of this new model results in a method that
is able to provide more accurate solutions at a much lower
computational cost than the existing methods.
III. A MULTISCALE SPATIAL MIXTURE MODEL
To constrain the set of possible solutions, we propose
to separately represent the mixture process in two distinct
image scales, namely, the coarse scale containing rough spatial
structures, and the fine spatial scale containing small structures
and details. By doing so, the conditions for spatial smoothness
can be imposed on the relevant parameters in the much simpler
coarse scale, and then be translated into the fine scale for
further processing.
Denote the fractional abundance maps for all pixels by
A = [a1, . . . ,aN ]. We consider a transformation W ∈ RN×S
4based on relevant contextual inter-pixel information present in
the observed image Y to be applied to both Y and A to
unveil the coarse image structures. The transformed matrices
are given by
YC = YW ; AC = AW , (7)
where YC = [yC1 , . . . ,yCS ] ∈ RL×S and AC =
[aC1 , . . . ,aCS ] ∈ RP×S with S  N are, respectively, the
hyperspectral image and the abundance matrix in the coarse
approximation scale, denoted by C. Being signal dependent,
transformation W is nonlinear, and does not bear a direct
relationship with the frequency components of the image,
though some general relationship exists.
The spatial details of the image are represented in the detail
scale, denoted by D, which is obtained by computing the
complement to the transformation W . Mathematically,
YD = Y (I −WW ∗) ; AD = A(I −WW ∗) , (8)
where YD = [yD1 , . . . ,yDN ] ∈ RL×N and AD =
[aD1 , . . . ,aDN ] ∈ RP×N are the input image and the abun-
dance matrix in the detail scale. Matrix W ∗ ∈ RS×N is a
conjugate transformation to W , and takes the images from
the coarse domain C back to the original image domain.
YD and AD contain the fine scale details of Y and A in
the original image domain. Transformation W captures the
spatial correlation of the input image, whereas its comple-
ment (I −WW ∗) captures existing fine spatial variabilities.
This way it is possible to introduce spatial correlation into
the abundance map solutions by separately controlling the
regularization strength in each of the scales C and D. This
is computationally much simpler than to use more complex
penalties. By imposing a smaller penalty in the coarse scale C
and a larger penalty in the details scale D, we effectively favor
smooth solutions to the optimization problem.
We can define a composite transformation as
W = [W I −WW ∗] , (9)
which decomposes the input image into the coarse approxi-
mation C and its complement D. Note that the transformation
is invertible, with a right inverse given by
W† = [W ∗ I]> . (10)
Multiplying Y from the right by W and considering the
generic mixing model for all pixels given in (3) yields YW =[
YC YD
]
, with
YC =
[
M1a1 . . .MNaN
]
W +EC
YD =
[
M1a1 . . .MNaN
]
(I −WW ∗) +ED
(11)
where EC = EW and ED = E(I −WW ∗) represent the
additive noise in the coarse and detail scales, respectively.
The choice of the multiscale transformation W is important
for the proposed methodology to achieve a good reconstruction
accuracy. Desirable features for this transform are 1) to group
image pixels that are spectrally similar and belong to spatially
homogeneous regions, and 2) to respect image borders by not
grouping pixels that belong to different image structures or
features. Additionally, it must be fast to compute.
In [27], a superpixel decomposition of the image was
considered for transformation W . Superpixels satisfy the
aforementioned criteria, and have recently been widely applied
to hyperspectral imaging tasks, including classification [29],
segmentation [30], endmember detection [31], and multiscale
regularization [27]. Superpixel algorithms group image pixels
into regions with contextually similar spatial information [32],
decomposing the image into a set of contiguous homogeneous
regions. The sizes and regularity of the regions are controlled
by adjusting a set of parameters. A particularly fast and
efficient algorithm is the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering
(SLIC) algorithm [32], also considered in [27]. The SLIC algo-
rithm is an adaptation of the k-means algorithm that considers
a reduced search space to lower the computational complexity,
and a properly defined metric that balances spectral and spatial
contributions. The superpixels (clusters) are initialized almost
uniformly at low-gradient image neighborhoods to reduce the
influence of noise. The number of clusters S is determined
as a function of the average superpixel size defined by the
user. The clustering employs a normalized distance function
that considers both spatial and spectral (color) similarities
among pixels. The relative contributions of spatial and spectral
components are controlled by a regularity parameter γ. The
parameter γ can be increased to emphasize the spatial distance
and obtain more compact (lower area to perimeter ratio)
superpixels, or decreased to emphasize spectral distances and
yield a tighter adherence to image borders (with more irregular
shapes). See the supplemental material in [33] for more details.
The decomposition YW of the image Y returns a set of su-
perpixels. The value of each superpixel is equal to the average
of all original pixel values inside that superpixel region. The
conjugate transform, YCW ∗, takes each superpixel in YC and
attributes its value to all pixels of the uniform image sampling
grid that lie inside its corresponding superpixel region. The
successive application of both transforms, WW ∗ effectively
consists in averaging all pixels inside each superpixel of the
input image. The superpixel decomposition of the Cuprite
hyperspectral image using the SLIC algorithm is illustrated
in Figure 1.
Image (bands 50, 80 and 100) Superpixels
Figure 1: Superpixel decomposition of a section of the Cuprite
image using the algorithm in [32] with S = 5 and γ = 0.005.
IV. THE UNMIXING PROBLEM
The spectral unmixing problem with spectral variability can
be formulated as the minimization of the cost function
J (M,Θ,A) = 1
2
∥∥Y − [M1a1 . . .MNaN ]∥∥2F
5+ λAR(A) + λM
2
N∑
n=1
‖Mn − f(M0,θn)‖2F
+ λΘR(Θ) (12)
subject to A ≥ 0, 1>A = 1>,
Mn ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N.
where M is an L× P ×N tensor containing the endmember
matrices, with entries given by [M]:,:,n = Mn and Θ =
[θ1, . . . ,θN ] is a matrix containing the parameter vectors of
the variability model for all pixels. Note that the generic
parametric endmember model Mn = f(M0,θn) of (4) was
included in the cost function (12) in the form of an additive
constraint. This decouples the problem of estimating the
abundances from that of estimating the parametric endmember
model, allowing the application of the multiscale formula-
tion to other endmember models without loss of generality.
Furthermore, this also gives more flexibility to the unmixing
solution since the parameter λM can be adjusted to either allow
matrices Mn to vary more freely or to strictly enforce the
endmember variability model (4).
The regularization functionals R(A) and R(Θ) incorpo-
rate prior information about the spatial smoothness of the
abundance and about the parameters of the spectral variability
model. The abundance maps constraint introduces spatial
regularity indirectly through transformationW . The constraint
is given by
R(A) = ρ
2
‖AW ‖2F +
1
2
‖A(I −WW ∗)‖2F
=
ρ
2
‖AC‖2F +
1
2
‖AD‖2F (13)
and consists of a quadratic penalization of the multiscale
representation of the abundance maps, applied separately to
the coarse and detail scales C and D. Parameter ρ allows the
control of the relative weights of each scale in the abundance
penalty. For instance, piecewise smooth abundance solutions
to the optimization problem can be promoted by imposing a
smaller penalty in the coarse scale C and a larger penalty in
the details scale D.
The constraint R(Θ) is selected according to the end-
member variability model that is used, and might encode
information such as the amount of spectral variability in a
scene or spatial correlation in the variables θn. The parameters
λA and λΘ control the balance between the different terms in
the cost function.
In the following, we employ the ELMM model due to its
parsimony and underlying physical motivation [9]. This results
in the following concrete forms for f and Θ:
f(M0,θn) ≡M0 diag(ψn)
Θ ≡ Ψ (14)
where Ψ = [ψ1, . . . ,ψN ] is a matrix whose n-th column
contains scaling factors ψn of the ELMM model (6). The
scaling maps constraint R(Θ) is selected to introduce spatial
smoothness to the endmember scaling factors, and is given by
R(Θ) ≡ R(Ψ)
= ‖Hh(Ψ)‖2F + ‖Hv(Ψ)‖2F , (15)
where Hh and Hv are linear operators that compute the
vertical and horizontal gradients of a bi-dimensional signal,
acting separately for each material. In the following, we make
the variable substitutions outlined in (14) and (15), which turns
the cost function in (12) into J (M,Ψ,A).
The estimated abundance maps, endmember matrices and
scaling factors can be obtained by minimizing (12) with
respect to (w.r.t.) these variables, resulting in the following
optimization problem
M̂, Ψ̂,Â = arg min
M,Ψ,A
J (M,Ψ,A) . (16)
This problem is non-convex and hard to solve directly due to
the interdependence between M, Ψ and A. Nevertheless, a
local stationary point can be found using an Alternating Least
Squares (ALS) strategy, which minimizes (12) successively
with respect to one variable at a time [34].
The ALS approach allows us to break (16) into three simpler
problems which are solved sequentially, consisting of:
a) minimize J (M|A,Ψ) w.r.t. M with A and Ψ fixed
b) minimize J (Ψ|A,M) w.r.t. Ψ with A and M fixed
c) minimize J (A|M,Ψ) w.r.t. A with M and Ψ fixed
(17)
where J (B1|B2,B3) denotes a cost function J in which
B1 is considered a variable and B2, B3 are fixed and thus
constants.
Although this strategy yields a local minimum of the
non-convex problem (16) by solving a sequence of convex
optimization problems, it is still computationally intensive,
specially due to the abundance estimation problem. This is
because the spatial regularization term R(A) in (12) imposes
interdependency among the different pixels of A, what also
happens when the TV regularization is employed [9], [20].
Each of the optimization subproblems of the ALS strategy
in (17) will be treated in detail in the next section. Further-
more, in Section VI we will present a multiscale formulation
that eliminates the interdependency of the abundance estima-
tion problem between the different image pixels, allowing the
solution to be computed faster and in parallel.
V. FORMULATION AND SOLUTIONS TO THE OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEMS IN (17)
We now detail the solution to each of the optimization
problems in the ALS strategy outlined in (17). Although the
solutions to the minimization problems w.r.t. M and Ψ are
relatively straightforward and directly amenable to paralel
or efficient implementations, optimizing (12) w.r.t. A proves
to be significantly more challenging due to the multiscale
spatial regularization term R(A). Nevertheless, by making
some approximations in Section VI, we will reformulate
this optimization problem as a function of the multiscale
representations AC and AD of the abundances. This will
allow the extension of the ALS strategy to consider separate
minimization steps w.r.t. AC and AD, leading to a simple and
parallelizable solution. The complete algorithm including all
optimization steps will be detailed in Section VII.
6A. Optimizing with respect to M at the i-th iteration
The cost function in this case is J (M |A,Ψ), where M is
a variable and A and Ψ are fixed at the solutions obtained in
the previous iteration. Then,
J (M |A,Ψ)
=
1
2
N∑
n=1
(
‖yn −Mnan‖22 + λM‖Mn −M0 diag(ψn)‖2F
)
subject to Mn ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N (18)
Similarly to [9], we compute an approximate solution to
minimize (18) for each image pixel as
M̂n (19)
= P+
((
yna
>
n + λMM0 diag(ψn)
)(
ana
>
n + λMI
)−1)
where P+(·) is an operator that projects each element of
a matrix onto the nonnegative orthant by thresholding any
negative element to zero.
B. Optimizing with respect to Ψ at the i-th iteration
The cost function in this case is J (Ψ |M,A), where Ψ is
a variable and A and M are fixed at the solutions obtained in
the previous iteration. Then,
J (Ψ |M,A)
=
λM
2
N∑
n=1
‖Mn −M0ψn‖2F + λΘR(Ψ) (20)
We follow the approach detailed in [9, Eqs. (20)-(23)] to
minimize (20).
C. Optimizing with respect to A at the i-th iteration
The cost function in this case is J (A |M,Ψ), where A is
a variable and Ψ and M are fixed at the solutions obtained in
the previous iteration. Then,
J (A |M,Ψ) = 1
2
∥∥Y − [M1a1 . . .MNaN ]∥∥2F
+
ρλA
2
‖AC‖2F +
λA
2
‖AD‖2F (21)
subject to A ≥ 0, 1>A = 1>
AC = AW , AD = A(I −WW ∗)
Using the multiscale transformation W to write (21) as a
function of the observed hyperspectral images YC and YD
represented at the coarse and detail scales yields
J (A |M,Ψ) = 1
2
∥∥YCW ∗ − [M1a1 . . .MNaN ]WW ∗∥∥2F
+
1
2
∥∥YD − [M1a1 . . .MNaN ](I −WW ∗)∥∥2F
+ tr
{(
YCW ∗ −
[
M1a1 . . .MNaN ]WW
∗)>
· (YD − [M1a1 . . .MNaN ](I −WW ∗))}
+
ρλA
2
‖AC‖2F +
λA
2
‖AD‖2F (22)
subject to A ≥ 0, 1>A = 1>
AC = AW , AD = A(I −WW ∗)
where tr(·) is the matrix trace operator.
Cost function (22) is neither separable with respect to the
abundance matrices AC and AD in the coarse and detail scales,
nor with respect to the image pixels. This can severely impact
the required computational load and the convergence time to
a meaningful result. To mitigate this issue, in the following
section we propose to use few reasonable approximations to
turn the minimization of (22) into an optimization problem
separable inAC andAD. This will remove the interdependency
between the different image pixels, and allow the extension of
the ALS strategy to consider the optimization w.r.t. AC and
AD successively, instead of w.r.t. A
VI. MODIFICATION AND SOLUTION TO THE OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEM W.R.T. A
Initially, we note that the cost function (22) does not
depends on the endmember variability model f(M0,θn).
Hence, the derivations presented in this section are not limited
to the ELMM, and can be equally applied to other models
without loss of generality.
A. Residuals inner product
To proceed, we first denote by REC and RED the residu-
als/reconstruction errors in each image scale C and D, where
REC and RED are given by
REC = YCW ∗ −
[
M1a1 . . .MNaN ]WW
∗
RED = YD −
[
M1a1 . . .MNaN ](I −WW ∗) .
(23)
It follows from the above definition that the third term in the
cost function (22) consists of the inner product 〈REC , RED〉
between the residuals/reconstruction errors at the coarse and
detail scales. This inner product, however, usually contributes
a small value to the cost function, and can be neglected under
the following assumption:
A1 - Zero-mean, uncorrelated residuals: We assume that
for A a critical point of (22), REC and RED are spatially
zero-mean and uncorrelated across scales. This is reasonable
if the observation/mixing model given by the ELMM in (6)
represents the data with reasonable accuracy, in which case
the main contribution towards the residual error comes from
the observation noise en, which is white and spatially un-
correlated. If A1 is satisfied, then the term 〈REC , RED〉 can
be neglected when compared to the first two terms without
significantly altering the critical point.
Although neglecting the third term of (22) simplifies the
optimization problem, the first two terms still encompass
intricate relationships between the abundances at different
pixels due to the action of the multiscale transformation W .
Furthermore, the optimization problem still involves terms
depending on both A and the pair (AC , AD), which are related
through W , and thus cannot be easily solved in this form.
In order to proceed, we make the following assumption:
A2 - Spatially smooth endmember signatures: We assume
that the pixel-by-pixel endmember signatures Mn are similar
7in small, compact spatial neighborhoods. More precisely, if N
is a set of pixels comprising a compact spatial neighborhood,
we assume that the endmember signature of any pixel in N
does not deviate significantly from the average signature, so
that the quantity ∥∥∥∥M j − 1|N | ∑
n∈N
Mn
∥∥∥∥
F
is small for all j ∈ N , where |N | is the cardinality of N .
We show in the following that this assumption leads to
the separation of the optimization w.r.t. A in (17) into two
optimization steps, one w.r.t. AC , and the other w.r.t. AD. For
numerical verification of the reasonability of A1 and A2, see
the supplemental material, also available in [33].
B. Approximate Mixture Model
Consider (22) after neglecting its third term. BothW (in the
first term) and I−WW ∗ (in the second term) act upon all the
products Mnan, instead of just upon an, for n = 1, . . . , N .
This precludes the separation of (22) in a sum of non-negative
functions exclusively dependent on AC or AD, which could
be independently minimized. However, combining A2 and the
fact that transformation W groups pixels that are in spatially
adjacent regions, we now propose an approximate separable
mixing model.
We initially express each pixel yCi and yDi of (11) as
yCi =
N∑
j=1
Wj,iM jaj + eCi (24)
and
yDi = M iai −
S∑
j=1
N∑
`=1
W ∗j,iW`,jM `a` + eDi (25)
where Wj,i and W ∗j,i are the (j, i)-th elements of W and W
∗,
respectively, and eCi and eDi denote the i-th columns of EC
and ED. Then, using A2 and the fact that W is a localized
decomposition, we approximate every endmember matrix M j
in (24) by
M j ≈MCi =
N∑
`=1
1W`,i
|supp`(W`,i)|
M ` (26)
where 1Wj,i is the indicator function of Wj,i (i.e. 1Wj,i = 1
if Wj,i 6= 0 and 1Wj,i = 0 otherwise), and |supp`(f)| denotes
the cardinality of the support of f as a function of `.
Equivalently, we approximate every matrix M ` in (25) by
M ` ≈MC∗i =
S∑
n=1
N∑
m=1
1W∗n,i1Wm,n
|suppn,m(W ∗n,iWm,n)|
Mm (27)
where |suppm,n(f)| denotes the cardinality of the support of f
as a function of both m and n. Thus, (24) and (25) can be
approximated as (details in Appendix A)
yCi ≈MCiaCi + eCi (28)
and
yDi ≈M iaDi +MDi
[
ACW ∗
]
i
+ eDi (29)
where [·]i denotes the i−th column of a matrix, and MDi =
M i−MC∗i reflects the variability of M i with respect to MC∗i ,
the average endmember matrix of its neighborhood. According
to A2, MDi ≈ 0. Note that, since the transformation W
only groups together pixels that lie inside a single superpixel,
we average an and Mn only in small spatial neighborhoods
where their variability is small.
Selecting W and W ∗ according to the superpixels decom-
position, we have that:
• MCi is the average of all M j inside the i-th superpixel.
• MC∗i is the average of all M j inside the superpixel that
contains the i-th pixel. Thus, if pixel i belongs to the k-th
superpixel, MC∗i is the average of all M j inside the k-th
superpixel.
Note that W ∗ is also a localized transform, as it attributes the
superpixel value to all pixels in the original domain that lie
inside that superpixel, which encompasses a compact spatial
neighborhood.
Writting (28) and (29) for all pixels, we write (24) and (25)
in the matrix form as:
YC =
[
MC1aC1 , . . . ,MCSaCS
]
+E˜C
YD =
[
MD1
[
ACW ∗
]
1
, . . . ,MDN
[
ACW ∗
]
N
]
+
[
M1aD1 , . . . ,MNaDN
]
+E˜D
(30)
where E˜C and E˜D include additive noise and modeling errors.
1) Abundance constraints: The two constraints in (22)
are functions of A, and thus must be considered in the
optimization with respect to AC and AD. Assuming W in
(9) to be of full row rank, the sum-to-one constraint can be
expressed as
1>AW = 1>W
⇐⇒ 1>AC = 1>W , 1>AD = 1>(I −WW ∗). (31)
Considering the positivity constraint we have
A ≥ 0⇒ AWW† ≥ 0
⇐⇒ [AC AD]W† ≥ 0⇐⇒ ACW ∗ +AD ≥ 0 . (32)
If W ∗ ≥ 0, which is true if W is selected as the superpixel
decomposition, we can further state that
ACW ∗ ≥ 0⇐⇒ AC ≥ 0 (33)
what simplifies the constraint by removing possible interde-
pendencies between different pixels, and makes the problem
separable for all pixels in the coarse scale C.
2) The updated optimization problem: Using the results
obtained in Sections VI-A to VI-B1, minimizing (22) with
respect to A can be restated as determining AC and AD that
minimize
J˜ (AC ,AD|M,Ψ)
=
1
2
∥∥YCW ∗ − [MC1aC1 , . . . ,MCSaCS ]W ∗∥∥2F
+
1
2
∥∥YD − [M1aD1 , . . . ,MNaDN ]
− [MD1[ACW ∗]1, . . . ,MDN [ACW ∗]N]∥∥2F
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ρλA
2
‖AC‖2F +
λA
2
‖AD‖2F
subject to ACW ∗ +AD ≥ 0, 1>AC = 1>W ,
1>AD = 1>(I −WW ∗). (34)
Optimization problem (34) is amenable to an efficient solution,
as detailed in the following section.
C. Solution to the optimization problem (34)
This section details the proposed solution of the optimiza-
tion problem (34) w.r.t. AC and AD.
1) Optimizing with respect to AC at the i-th iteration:
The cost function in this case is J˜ (AC |AD,M,Ψ), where AC
is a variable and AD, M and Ψ are fixed at the solutions
obtained in the previous iteration. Note that this problem is
still not separable with respect to each pixel in AC since
the second term of (34) includes products between AC and
W ∗. However, this cost function can be simplified to yield
a separable problem by making the following considerations
using assumption A2:
1) A2 implies that the entries of MDi are small when
compared to those of Mn;
2) A2 also implies that the entries of YCW ∗ are usually
much larger than the entries of YD.
These considerations imply that the contribution of the terms
MDi
[
ACW ∗
]
in the second term of (34) can be neglected
when compared to YCW ∗. Using this approximation and (33),
the optimization with respect to AC can be stated as the
minimization of
J (AC |AD,M,Ψ)
=
1
2
∥∥YCW ∗ − [MC1aC1 , . . . ,MCSaCS ]W ∗∥∥2F
+
ρλA
2
‖AC‖2F
subject to AC ≥ 0, 1>AC = 1>W (35)
For W based on the superpixel decomposition, W ∗ assigns
to each pixel in the original image domain the value of the
superpixel to which it belongs. Using this property, the cost
function (35) simplifies to
J (AC |AD,M,Ψ)
=
1
2
S∑
n=1
Ω2s(n)
(
‖yCn −MCnaCn‖22 +
ρ˜(n)λA
2
‖aCn‖22
)
subject to aCn ≥ 0, 1>aCn = 1>[W ]n
n = 1, . . . , S (36)
where [W ]n is the n-th column of W , and Ωs(n) is the num-
ber of pixels in the n-th superpixel, Ωs(n) is the number of
pixels contained in the n-th superpixel and ρ˜(n) = ρΩ−2s (n),
n = 1, . . . , S is a superpixel-dependent regularization param-
eter that controls the balance between both terms in the cost
function for each superpixel.
For simplicity, in the following we replace ρ˜(n) by a weight-
ing term ρ˜0 = ρS2/N2 that is constant for all superpixels. This
further simplifies the optimization problem since S is specified
a priori by the user. Furthermore, since the optimization is
independent for each pixel, we can also move the Ω2s(n) factor
outside the summation in (36) without changing the critical
point of the cost function.
Doing this results in the following cost function that can be
minimized individually for each pixel:
Ĵ (AC |AD,M,Ψ)
=
N2
2S2
S∑
n=1
(
‖yCn −MCnaCn‖22 +
ρ˜0λA
2
‖aCn‖22
)
subject to aCn ≥ 0, 1>aCn = 1>[W ]n (37)
n = 1, . . . , S.
Note that (37) is equivalent to a a standard FCLS problem,
which can be solved efficiently.
2) Optimizing with respect to AD at the i-th iteration: The
cost function in this case is J˜ (AD|AC ,M,Ψ), where AD is a
variable and AC , M and Ψ are fixed at the solutions obtained
in the previous iteration. Then, considering only the terms and
constraints in (34) that depend on AD yields
J˜ (AD|AC ,M,Ψ)
=
1
2
∥∥YD − [M1aD1 , . . . ,MNaDN ]
− [MD1[ACW ∗]1, . . . ,MDN [ACW ∗]N]∥∥2F
+
λA
2
‖AD‖2F (38)
subject to ACW ∗ +AD ≥ 0,
1>AD = 1>(I −WW ∗).
Since matrix AC is fixed, this problem can be decomposed
for each pixel. This results in the minimization of the following
cost function:
J˜ (AD|AC ,M,Ψ)
=
1
2
N∑
n=1
(
‖yDn −MnaDn −MDn
[
ACW ∗
]
n
‖22
+ λA‖aDn‖22
)
(39)
subject to
[
ACW ∗
]
n
+ aDn ≥ 0
1>aDn = 1
>[I −WW ∗]
n
n = 1, . . . , N
where matricesMDn are given in (28) and (29). Note that this
cost function is again equivalent to a standard FCLS problem,
which can be solved efficiently.
VII. THE MUA-SV UNMIXING ALGORITHM
Considering the solutions to the optimization subproblems
derived in the previous sections, the global unmixing proce-
dure can be directly derived by setting the fixed variables of
each subproblem with the estimates obtained from the previous
iteration. The MUA-SV algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
9Algorithm 1: Global MUA-SV algorithm
Input : Image Y , parameters λM , λA, λΨ, ρ and matrices
A(0), Ψ(0) and M0.
Output: Estimated matrices Â, Ψ̂ and tensor M̂.
1 Compute the superpixel decomposition of the hyperspectral
image Y and the corresponding transformation matrices W ,
W ∗, W and W† using the SLIC algorithm [32];
2 Compute the decomposition of Y into approximation and detail
domains YC , and YD using (7) and (8) ;
3 Set A(0)D = A
(0)(I −WW ∗) ;
4 Set i = 1 ;
5 while stopping criterion is not satisfied do
6 M(i) = argmin
M
J (M|A(i−1),Ψ(i−1)) ;
7 A
(i)
C = argmin
AC
Ĵ (AC |A(i−1)D ,M(i),Ψ(i−1)) ;
8 A
(i)
D = argmin
AD
J˜ (AD|A(i)C ,M(i),Ψ(i−1)) ;
9 A(i) =
[
A
(i)
C A
(i)
D
]W† ;
10 Ψ(i) = argmin
Ψ
J (Ψ|M(i),A(i)) ;
11 i = i+ 1 ;
12 end
13 return Â = A(i−1), M̂ = M(i−1), Ψ̂ = Ψ(i−1) ;
VIII. RESULTS
In this section, we compare the unmixing performances
achieved using the proposed MUA-SV algorithm, the Fully
Constrained Least Squares (FCLS), the Scaled Constrained
Least Squares (SCLS), the PLMM-based solution [8] and the
ELMM-based solution [9], the latter two designed to tackle
spectral variability. The SCLS algorithm is a particular case
of the ELMM model that employs the same scaling factors ψn
for all endmembers in each pixel (i.e. Mn = ψnM0, where
ψn ∈ R+) [35]. It is a low complexity algorithm that can be
used as a baseline method to account for spectral variability.
For all simulations, the reference endmember signa-
tures M0 were extracted from the observed image using
the Vertex Component Analysis (VCA) algorithm [36]. The
abundance maps were initialized with the SCLS result for all
algorithms. The scaling factors Ψ for ELMM and MUA-SV
were initialized with ones. The matrix M for the PLMM was
initialized with the results from the VCA. The alternating least
squares loop in Algorithm 1 is terminated when the norm of
the relative variation of the three variables between two suc-
cessive iterations is smaller than A = Ψ = M = 2× 10−3.
Experiments were performed for three synthetic and
two real data sets. For the synthetic data, the regular-
ization parameters were selected for each algorithm to
provide the best abundance estimation performance. The
complete set of parameters, comprising the SLIC (S and
γ) and the regularization parameters (ρ, λM , λA, and
λψ), were searched in appropriate intervals. For instance,
γ ∈ {0.001, 0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05}, S assumed
an integer value in the interval [2, 9], ρ was selected
so that ρS2/N2 ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,
0.2, 0.25, 0.35, 0.5}, while λM , λA, and λψ were searched in
the range [5× 10−4, 100], with 12 points sampled uniformly.
The algorithms were implemented on a desktop computer
equipped with an Intel I7 4.2 Ghz processor with 4 cores and
16 Gb RAM. ELMM, PLMM and SLIC were implemented
using the codes made available by the respective authors. We
did not employ parallelism when implementing the MUA-SV
algorithm, so as to reduce the influence of the hardware plat-
form when evaluating the performance gains achieved through
the proposed simplifications. If parallelism is employed, the
execution times can be even smaller.
A. Synthetic data sets
Three synthetic data sets were built. The first data cube
(DC1) was built from the ELMM model to verify how MUA-
SV performs when the actual endmembers closely follows the
adopted model. The second data cube (DC2) was built using
the more challenging additive perturbation model of [8]. The
third data cube (DC3) was based on a realistic simulation
of endmember variability caused by illumination conditions
following the Hapke’s model [37].
The data cube DC1 contains 50× 50 pixels and three ma-
terials selected randomly from the USGS library and used as
the reference endmember matrixM0, with 224 spectral bands.
The abundance maps are piecewise smooth images generated
by sampling from a Gaussian Random field 2 [38], and are
depicted in Figure 2a. Spectral variability was added to the
reference endmembers using the same model as in [9], where
the endmember instances for each pixel were generated by
applying a constant scaling factor to the reference endmembers
with amplitude limited to the interval [0.75, 1.25]. Finally, a
white Gaussian noise with a 25 dB SNR was added to the
already scaled endmembers. The true scaling factors applied
to each endmember were generated using a Gaussian Random
field, and thus exhibit spatial correlation.
The data cube DC2 contains 70×70 pixels and three materi-
als, also randomly selected from the USGS spectral library to
compose matrix M0 with 224 spectral bands. The abundance
maps (shown in Fig. 2b) are composed by square regions dis-
tributed uniformly over a background, containing pure pixels
(first row) and mixtures of two and three endmembers (second
and third rows). The background pixels are mixtures of the
same three endmembers, with abundances 0.2744, 0.1055
and 0.62. Spectral variability was added following the model
proposed in [8], which considered a per-pixel variability given
by random piecewise linear functions to scale individually
the spectrum of each endmember by a factor in the interval
[0.8, 1.2]. Such a variability model does not match the ELMM,
as it yields different variabilities across the spectral bands, and
is not designed to produce spatial correlation. Nevertheless, it
provides a good ground for comparison with more flexible
models such as the PLMM.
The data cube DC3 contains 50 × 50 pixels and three
materials, and is based on a simulation originally presented
in [9]3. This data cube is devised to realistically represent
the spectral variability introduced due to changes in the
illumination conditions caused by the topography of the scene,
2Generated using the code in http://www.ehu.es/ccwintco/index.php/ Hy-
perspectral_Imagery_Synthesis_tools_for_MATLAB
3Most of the data for this simulation was generously provided by Lucas
Drumetz and his collaborators.
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(a) DC1. (b) DC2. (c) DC3.
Figure 2: True and reconstructed abundance maps for the synthetic data cubes for SNR=30 dB.
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Figure 3: Discrete terrain model used with the Hapke model
in the data cube DC3, provided by [9].
and is generated according to a physical model proposed by
Hapke [37]. Hapke’s model is able to represent the reflectance
of a material as a function of its single scattering albedo,
photometric parameters and geometric characteristics of the
scene, namely, the incidence, emergence and azimuth angles
during acquisition [9], [37]. Thus, pixel dependent reflectance
signatures for each endmember can be obtained given its single
scattering albedo and the scene topography.
In this example, the scene was composed of three materials,
namely, basalt, palagonite and tephra, which are frequently
present on small bodies of the Solar System, and contained 16
spectral bands. Afterwards, a digital terrain model simulating
a hilly region was generated, which is shown in Fig. 3, and
from this model the acquisition angles associated with each
pixel were derived (as a function of the scene topography)
by considering the angle between the sun and the horizontal
plane as 18◦, and the sensor to be placed vertically downward.
Finally, the pixel dependent endmember signatures for the
scene were generated from the single scattering albedo of the
materials, and from the geometric characteristics of the scene
using Hapke’s model. The abundance maps used for DC2 were
the same used for DC1, as shown in Fig. 2c.
The resulting hyperspectral images for all data cubes were
generated from the pixel-dependent endmember signatures and
abundance maps following the LMM, and were later contam-
inated by white Gaussian noise, with signal-to-noise ratios
(SNR) of 20, 30, and 40 dB. The regularization parameters
for all algorithms and all examples were selected using a grid
search procedure in order to provide best abundance estimation
performance, and are presented in the supplemental material
and in [33].
The unmixing accuracy metrics used are the abundances
mean squared error (MSE)
MSEA =
1
NP
‖A−Â‖2F , (40)
the mean squared error of the estimated spectra
MSEM =
1
NLP
N∑
n=1
‖Mn −M̂n‖2F , (41)
and the mean squared reconstruction error
MSEY =
1
NL
N∑
n=1
‖yn −M̂nân‖2 . (42)
We also evaluate the estimates of the endmember signatures
using the average Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM), defined by
SAMM =
1
N
N∑
n=1
P∑
k=1
arccos
(
m>k,nm̂k,n
‖mk,n‖‖m̂k,n‖
)
. (43)
where mk,n and m̂k,n are the k-th columns of Mn andM̂n,
respectively.
The quantitative results achieved by all algorithms are dis-
played in Table I for all tested SNR values. The reconstructed
abundance maps for the three data cubes and an SNR of 30 dB
are shown in Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c for a qualitative comparison.
The computational complexity of the algorithms was evaluated
through their execution times, which are shown in Table II.
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Table I: Quantitative results of all algorithms for data cubes DC1, DC2 and DC3 (with parameters selected to yield best
abundance estimates). All values are multiplied by 103.
DC1 data cube DC2 data cube DC3 data cube
SNR Method MSEA MSEM SAMM MSEY MSEA MSEM SAMM MSEY MSEA MSEM SAMM MSEY
20 dB
FCLS 21.97 × × 6.91 66.47 × × 6.45 74.14 × × 2.63
SCLS 28.79 6.87 190.50 6.86 73.35 4.07 171.01 6.20 73.18 3.02 214.56 0.50
PLMM 24.64 5.42 188.80 3.50 85.65 3.19 174.35 3.33 39.07 1.44 122.66 0.39
ELMM 17.81 5.34 186.70 5.59 65.11 3.09 170.85 6.69 59.54 2.80 317.44 0.0001
MUA-SV 12.90 5.24 212.20 1.56 29.80 3.36 185.67 3.28 28.11 1.84 308.57 0.0002
30 dB
FCLS 28.10 × × 1.76 60.28 × × 0.93 172.31 × × 1.41
SCLS 12.37 4.53 187.60 1.63 62.23 3.84 161.20 0.71 21.41 2.42 68.73 0.05
PLMM 19.61 4.88 173.00 0.86 49.38 3.95 162.54 0.41 38.00 1.53 68.53 0.10
ELMM 10.71 3.70 170.20 0.59 40.16 3.05 177.91 0.001 18.47 1.73 101.51 0.00002
MUA-SV 7.07 3.46 166.90 0.35 24.30 2.83 161.52 0.33 14.70 1.75 68.62 0.07
40 dB
FCLS 20.04 × × 1.23 71.37 × × 0.44 256.20 × × 1.39
SCLS 7.38 3.88 186.30 1.10 69.48 3.52 160.10 0.17 8.98 2.40 30.90 0.01
PLMM 13.44 3.64 170.30 0.56 44.73 3.02 140.74 0.11 34.38 1.47 74.15 0.08
ELMM 5.36 2.51 149.70 0.02 46.83 2.63 159.21 0.0002 8.12 1.28 43.14 0.01
MUA-SV 3.98 2.52 149.90 0.02 26.01 2.97 155.96 0.31 7.94 1.81 30.66 0.02
Table II: Execution time (in seconds) of the unmixing algo-
rithms, averaged for all SNR values considered
FCLS SCLS ELMM PLMM MUA-SV
DC1 0.14 s 0.42 s 14.76 s 16.17 s 2.57 s
DC2 0.27 s 0.83 s 37.52 s 149.91 s 18.29 s
DC3 0.17 s 0.35 s 15.82 s 63.07 s 9.59 s
Houston 0.82 s 2.31 s 174.53 s 484.02 s 36.29 s
Cuprite 6.63 s 15.61 s 527.89 s 7998.02 s 95.54 s
Table III: Reconstruction errors (MSEY ) for the Houston and
Cuprite data sets (all values are multiplied by 103).
FCLS SCLS ELMM PLMM MUA-SV
Houston 2.283 0.037 0.010 0.190 0.014
Cuprite 0.050 0.044 0.040 0.079 0.050
1) Discussion: Table I shows a significantly better MSEA
performance of MUA-SV for all three data cubes and SNR val-
ues when compared with the other algorithms. This indicates
that MUA-SV effectively exploits the spatial properties of the
abundance maps, even when the actual spectral variability does
not follow exactly the model in (6).
Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c show the true and reconstructed abun-
dance maps for all algorithms and 30 dB SNR. As expected,
models accounting for spectral variability tend to yield better
reconstruction quality than FCLS, with EELMM yielding
piecewise smooth solutions. In general, the solution provided
by MUA-SV approaches better the ground-truth, in that it
estimates the intensity of the abundance maps with better
accuracy than the other algorithms. This can be most clearly
seen for the results for DC2 (Fig. 2b), where the regions with
pure pixels are better represented by MUA-SV.
Regarding the spectral performances, as measured by the
MSEM and SAMM, the results varied among the algorithms,
with no method performing uniformly better than the others.
There is also a significant discrepancy between the Euclidean
metric and the spectral angle in many examples, highlighting
the different characteristics of the two metrics.
The ELMM model yielded the smallest reconstruction
error MSEY in most cases (6), followed by MUA-SV (4
cases). However, the connection between the reconstruction er-
ror MSEY and the abundance estimation performance MSEA
of the unmixing methods that address spectral variability is
not clear, as can be attested from Table I.
The execution times shown in Table II indicate that MUA-
SV is 2.2 times faster than ELMM and 7.5 times faster
than PLMM, a significant gain in computational efficiency.
This difference is more accentuated when processing larger
datasets, as will be verified in the following.
B. Sensitivity analysis
To evaluate the sensitivity of MUA-SV MSEA to variations
in the algorithm parameters4, we initially set all regularization
parameters (λM , λA, λΨ and ρ) equal to their optimal values5.
Then, we varied one parameter at a time within a range from
−95% to +95% of its optimal value. Fig. 4 presents the MSEA
values obtained by varying each parameter. It can be seen that
small variations about the optimal values do not affect the
MSEA significantly, and that the maximum values obtained for
the whole parameter ranges tested are still lower than those
achieved by the other algorithms.
To evaluate the sensitivity of the MUA-SV results to
variations in the SLIC parameters, we plotted the resulting
MSEA as a function of
√
N/S and γ, with the algorithm
parameters λM , λA, λΨ and ρ fixed at their optimal values.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the MSEA
performance does not deviate significantly from its optimal
value unless the superpixel size
√
N/S becomes too large.
This is expected since very large superpixels may contain
semantically different pixels, hindering the capability of the
transform W to adequately capture coarse scale information.
4For conciseness, we present only the results for the DC1 data cube with a
30 dB SNR. The results for the other data cubes and SNRs are described in the
supplemental material, also available in [33], and corroborate the conclusions
presented in this section.
5Note that the operating point of MUA-SV is not optimal for this case due
to the relatively coarse grid employed in the parameter search procedure.
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Furthermore, large values of
√
N/S may violate hypothesis
A2, which has been used thoroughly in the derivation of the
MUA-SV algorithm, and thus represent a bad design choice.
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Figure 4: MSEA variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSEA as a
function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right).
Figure 5: Reconstructed fractional abundance maps for the
Houston data set.
C. Simulations with real images
In this experiment, we consider two data sets obtained from
real hyperspectral images. The first data set is comprised of
a 152×108 pixels subset of the Houston hyperspectral image,
with 144 spectral bands. The second data set is a 250×191
pixels subregion of the Cuprite image, with 188 spectral bands.
Spectral bands presenting water absorption and low SNR were
removed from both images. The parameters of the algorithms
are shown in the supplemental material and in [33]. They
were selected empirically for the proposed method, and set
identically to those reported in [9] for the ELMM and PLMM.
The number of endmemebrs was selected as P = 4 for
the Houston data set, and as P = 14 for the Cuprite data
set, following the observations in [9]. The endmembers were
extracted using the VCA algorithm [36].
Since the true abundance maps are unavailable for those
hyperspectral images, we make a qualitative assessment of the
Figure 6: Reconstructed fractional abundance maps for the
Cuprite data set.
recovered abundance maps based on knowledge of materials
present in prominent fashion in those scenes. The recon-
structed abundance maps for the Houston data set are depicted
in Fig. 5. The four materials which are prominently present in
this dataset are vegetation, red metallic roofs, concrete stands,
and asphalt. It can be seen that ELMM and MUA-SV yield the
best results for the overall abundances of all materials, with
smaller proportion indeterminacy in regions known to have
mostly pure materials such as the football field, the square
metallic roofs and the concrete stands in the stadium. However,
MUA-SV provides better results, more clearly observed in the
purer areas such as the concrete stands of the stadium, which
appear to be more mixed with the asphalt abundances in the
ELMM results. This evidences the better performance of the
MUA-SV algorithm.
The reconstructed abundance maps for the Alunite, Sphene,
Buddingtonite and Muscovite materials of the Cuprite data set
are depicted in Fig. 6. Although all methods provide abun-
dance maps which generally agree with previous knowledge
about their distribution in this image [36], the MUA-SV results
show abundances for all endmembers in Fig. 6 that are more
homogeneous and clearly delineated in the regions where the
materials are present. Moreover, these results show signifi-
cantly smaller contributions due to outliers in the background
regions of the abundance maps.
The reconstruction errors for all algorithms and both data
sets are shown in Table III. For the Houston data, the ELMM
and MUA-SV results are very close and significantly smaller
than those of the other methods, what agrees with their better
representation of the abundance maps. For the Cuprite data, the
errors are small and comparable for all algorithms, except for a
slightly larger PLMM error. This goes in line with the fact that
the abundance maps generally agree with the known distribu-
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tion of these materials in the scene. However, reconstruction
error results should be taken with proper care, as observed in
the examples using synthetic data. Their correlation with the
quality of abundance estimation is far from straightforward.
The execution times for all methods, shown in Table II,
illustrate again the significantly smaller computational load
of MUA-SV when compared to other methods addressing
spectral variability, as it performed, on average, 5.3 times
faster than ELMM and 64.3 times faster than PLMM.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a new data-dependent multiscale
model for spectral unmixing accounting for spectral variability
of the endmembers. Using a multiscale transformation based
on the superpixel decomposition, spatial contextual informa-
tion was incorporated into the unmixing problem through
the decomposition of the observation model into two models
in different domains, one capturing coarse image structures
and another representing fine scale details. This facilitated
the characterization of spatial regularity. Under reasonable
assumptions, the proposed method yields a fast iterative al-
gorithm, in which the abundance estimation problem is solved
only once in each scale. Simulation results with both synthetic
and real data show that the proposed MUA-SV algorithm
outperforms other methods addressing spectral variability, both
in accuracy of the reconstructed abundance maps and in
computational complexity.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE APPROXIMATED MIXING MODEL
Given the coarse pixel model in (24) can be approximated
using hypothesis A2 as
yCi ≈
N∑
`=1
1W`,i
|supp`(W`,i)|
M l
N∑
j=1
Wj,i ai + eCi
=
N∑
`=1
1W`,i
|supp`(W`,i)|
M ` aCi + eCi
= MCiaCi + eCi (44)
where aCi =
∑N
j=1Wj,iai. The detail model in (25) can be
approximated as
yDi = M iai −
S∑
j=1
N∑
`=1
W ∗j,iW`,jM ` a` + eDi
≈M iai −
( S∑
n=1
N∑
m=1
1W∗n,i1Wm,n
|suppn,m(W ∗n,iWm,n)|
Mm
)
·
S∑
j=1
N∑
`=1
W ∗j,iW`,j a` + eDi
= M iai −MC∗i
S∑
j=1
N∑
`=1
W ∗j,iW`,j a` + eDi (45)
and straightforward computations leads to
yDi ≈M iai −MC∗i
S∑
j=1
N∑
`=1
W ∗j,iW`,j a` + eDi
= M i(aDi +
S∑
j=1
W ∗j,i aCj )
−MC∗i
S∑
j=1
N∑
`=1
W ∗j,iW`,j a` + eDi
= M i
(
aDi +
S∑
j=1
W ∗j,i aCj
)
−MC∗i
S∑
j=1
W ∗j,i aCj + eDi
= M iaDi +
(
M i −MC∗i
) S∑
j=1
W ∗j,i aCj + eDi
= M iaDi +
(
M i −MC∗i
)[
ACW ∗
]
i
+ eDi
= M iaDi +MDi
[
ACW ∗
]
i
+ eDi . (46)
where aDi = ai −
∑S
j=1W
∗
j,iaCj .
APPENDIX B
SLIC SUPERPIXELS FOR HIS
The SLIC superpixel decomposition consists of an extension
of the k-means algorithm, with properly initialized cluster
centers and a suitable distance function, defined as [32]
DSLIC =
√
d2spectral + γ
2d2spatialS/N
where dspatial and dspectral are the spatial and spectral dis-
tances, respectively. Although the SLIC algorithm was initially
designed to work with color (3 bands) images, it can be
extended to HIs straightforwardly by considering dspectral
to be the Euclidean distance between reflectance vectors (HI
pixels) and adjusting the normalization factor γ accordingly.
The superpixel transform requires the number of clusters S
and their regularity γ as parameters to compute the transfor-
mation YW . Nevertheless, we found that it is often easier
to design the transform using the parameter
√
N/S instead
of S since it is invariant to the image size and corresponds
to the average sampling interval in the irregular domain. This
quantity changes only slightly on a relatively short interval
between the different simulations.
APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL VERIFICATION OF THE SIMPLIFYING
HYPOTHESIS
Although hypothesis A1 and A2 impose some limitation to
the MUA-SV algorithm, they are reasonable and are satisfied
in many practical circumstances. Below, we present a more
thorough analysis of each of these hypotheses.
Hypothesis A1 consists of assuming that the inner product
〈REC , RED〉 between the residuals/reconstruction errors REC
and RED in the coarse and detail image scales is compar-
atively small, when compared to the first two terms of the
cost function (22). To illustrate the validity of this claim,
we compare here the values of 〈REC , RED〉 with those of
the first two terms of the cost function, given by ‖REC‖2F
and ‖RED‖2F , for some practical examples. We considered
the result of unmixing DC1, DC2 and DC3 with an SNR
of 30 dB presented in Section VIII using the ELMM model.
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Table IV: Comparison between the residuals inner product and
the first two terms of the cost function
‖REC‖2F + ‖RED‖2F 〈REC , RED〉
DC1 328.35 -1.316×10−15
DC2 0.5605 2.845×10−16
DC3 7.105×10−4 1.948×10−19
The results are presented below in Table IV. It can be seen
that the quadratic norms exceed this inner product in value by
several orders of magnitude. Thus, the latter can be reasonably
neglected, i.e. 〈REC , RED〉 ≈ 0.
Hypothesis A2 basically states that the endmember signa-
tures for each pixel Mn do not deviate much from the average
endmember signature in its neighborhood, i.e. Mn is similar
to 1|Nn|
∑
j∈NnM j where Nn contains indexes of pixels that
are spatially close to pixel n. This is an assumption about
the underlying physical model that is reasonable in practical
scenarios. To illustrate this, we consider two experiments, one
based on the Hapke model and another based on real data.
For instance, using synthetic data generated using the
Hapke model [39] we can represent spectral variability due
to topographic variations of the scene. Consider the discrete
terrain model and reference endmember signatures presented
in Figure 7 below, extracted from [9]. From this data and using
the Hapke model, one can generate a set of pixel dependent
endmember signatures which can be used to evaluate the
spatial characteristics of spectral variability. For simplicity, we
measure the similarity between the reference and the pixel
dependent endmember signatures using both the Euclidean
distance and the spectral angle, for all materials. The results
are shown in Figure 8 below, where it can be seen that there
these deviations show significant spatial correlation.
Spectral variability occurring due to intrinsic variations of
the material spectra (e.g. soil or vegetation) can also show sig-
nificant spatial correlation (see [40]), since endmember spectra
usually depends on physical quantities that are correlated in
space. Many experimental studies support this claim, including
geostatistical works evaluating the spatial distribution and vari-
ability of soil’s physico-chemical properties (e.g. for grass crop
terrain (see [41]), calcareous soils (see [42]), rice fields (see
[43]) and tobacco plantations (see [44]), and also measure-
ments of mineral spectra due to the presence of spatially
correlated grain sizes and impurity concentrations (see [45],
[46]).
To illustrate this effect, we performed an experiment con-
sidering real data using the Samsom image. We considered a
subregion containing pure pixels of the soil material, shown
in Figure 9-(a) below. We considered these pixels as pixel
dependent endmember signatures and evaluated the similarity
between them and the average endmember spectra for all these
pixels. The results, shown in Figures 9-(b) and 9-(c), are
similar to the Hapke data, and illustrate that the variability
shows considerable spatial correlation.
APPENDIX D
ESTIMATED SCALING FACTORS FOR THE ELMM AND
MUA-SV ALGORITHMS
We have plotted the scaling factors ψn, n = 1, . . . , N for
ELMM and for the MUA-SV algorithms, for data cubes DC1,
DC2 and DC3 and an SNR of 30 dB. They are shown in
Figure 10. It can be seen that the overall spatial variations of
the scaling factors generally occur in the same regions for both
algorithms, except for some endmembers such as EMs 1 and
2 for DC2 and EM2 in DC3. This difference is most easily
relatable to the abundance estimation in the case of EM 1 in
DC2, where the abundances estimated by the ELMM (shown
in Figure 11) deviate significantly from the ground truth in a
pattern that is very similar to the estimated scaling factors, with
a different overall scaling and a significantly smaller amplitude
in the upper-left square.
APPENDIX E
PARAMETER SELECTION
For the synthetic data, the parameters were selected by
exhaustive search within the range of values used by the
respective authors in the original papers, aiming at achieving
the minimum MSE for the reconstructed abundances. They
are depicted in Table V for all data cubes and all SNRs.
For the real data, the parameters for the MUA-SV were
selected in order to produce coherent abundance maps. For
the other methods the parameters were extracted from [9]. All
parameters used with real data simulations are displayed in
Table VI.
APPENDIX F
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The simulations discussed in Section V.B in the manuscript
are replicated here for all datasets DC1, DC2 and DC3, and all
SNR values 20, 30 and 40dB. Figures 12, 13 and 14 present
the sensitivity for the DC1 data cube, Figures 15, 16 and 17 for
the DC2 data cube, and Figures 18, 19 and 20 for the DC3
data cube, for SNRs of 20, 30 and 40dB respectively. The
results corroborate the discussion presented in Section V.B of
the manuscript.
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Figure 7: Reference endmember signatures (left) and discrete
terrain model (right) used with the Hapke model in the
data cube DC3 to generate the pixel-dependent endmember
signatures (data provided by [9]).
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Figure 8: Measures of endmember spatial variability in the
Hapke model. Top row: Euclidean distance between the soil
spectral signature of each pixel and the reference signature.
Bottom row: Spectral angle between the soil spectral signature
of each pixel and the reference signature.
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Figure 9: (a) Samson hyperspectral image with a subimage
containing soil highlighted. (b) Euclidean distance between the
soil spectral signature of each pixel and their average value.
(c) Spectral angle between the soil spectral signature of each
pixel and their average value.
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Figure 10: Comparison between the scaling factors of the
ELMM and MUA-SV algorithms for (a) DC1, (b) DC2 and
(c) DC3, for an SNR of 30dB.
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Figure 11: Abundance maps estimated by the ELMM and
MUA-SV algorithms for DC2 with an SNR of 30dB.
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Figure 12: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC1 with an SNR of 20dB.
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Figure 13: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC1 with an SNR of 30dB.
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Figure 14: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC1 with an SNR of 40dB.
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Figure 15: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC2 with an SNR of 20dB.
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Figure 16: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC2 with an SNR of 30dB.
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Figure 17: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC2 with an SNR of 40dB.
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Figure 18: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC3 with an SNR of 20dB.
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Figure 19: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC3 with an SNR of 30dB.
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Figure 20: MSE variation due to relative changes in each
parameter value about its optimal value (left) and MSE as
a function of SLIC parameters
√
N/S and γ (right) for data
cube DC3 with an SNR of 40dB.
